Solvation of coumarin 314 at water/air interfaces containing anionic surfactants. I. Low coverage.
Through the use of molecular dynamics techniques, we analyze equilibrium and dynamical aspects of the solvation of Coumarin 314 adsorbed at water/air interfaces in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate surfactant molecules. Three different coverages in the submonolayer regime were considered, 500, 250, and 100 A(2)/SDS molecule. The surfactant promotes two well-differentiated solvation environments, which can be clearly distinguished in terms of their structures for the largest surfactant coverage considered. The first one is characterized by the probe lying adjacent or exterior to two-dimensional spatial domains formed by clustered surfactant molecules. A second type of solvation environment is found in which the coumarin appears embedded within compact surfactant domains. Equilibrium and dynamical aspects of the interfacial orientation of the probe are investigated. Our results show a gradual transition from parallel to perpendicular dipolar alignment of the probe with respect to the interface as the concentration of surfactant rho(s) increases. The presence of the surfactant leads to an increase in the roughness and in the characteristic width of the water/air interface. These modifications are also manifested by the decorrelation times for the probe reorientational dynamics, which become progressively slower with rho(s) in both solvation states, although much more pronounced for the embedded ones. The dynamical characteristics of the solvation responses of the charged interfaces are also analyzed, and the implications of our findings to the interpretation of available experimental measurements are discussed.